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About This Game

*This is a single player only title*

Venezuela is left in a state of civil war after the government was brutally overthrown by a military coup. With factions fighting
to reinstate democracy, the U.S. government has offered their assistance, though the new government regime has threatened to

deploy nuclear weapons if the U.S. meddles in Venezuelan affairs. The threat needs to be neutralized, and the U.S can't risk
nuclear war.

The CIA Special Activities Division operates in isolation and secrecy. If captured, any link with the U.S. Government will be
denied.

Conflict: Denied Ops is a highly accessible FPS featuring massive, extremely explosive firefights across destructible
environments. Work as a team to utilize the specific skills of each operative and experience the ultimate in destructive

satisfaction with tons of exploding objects and an endless barrage of terrorists who are begging to be blown to hell.

Key Features:

Two-Man Tactics � Switch between team members at any time for maximum control.

Explode Your Enemies � Levels are built around massive fire fights with a continuous stream of enemies, and tons of
exploding objects littered around the level to help your cause.
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Destroy Everything � Obliterate your enemies with explosions, demolish buildings, blow through walls and destroy
almost anything in the environment.

Accessible Action � Give commands to your team mate simply by pressing or holding a single button. Concentrate on
the action, not complicated menus or control schemes.

Puncture-Tech� � Utilize strategic destruction made possible with new Puncture-Tech� technology developed by
Pivotal Studios. Blast open new pathways, shoot unaware enemies through walls, or create holes in your cover to
generate firing paths.
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why do i even have this game it's so bad. POS game!!!! This game has sound in menus, and then in the game no sound at all. Its
one of those weird old games that way, and it hasnt ever had a patch I'm aware of and being square enix, doubt it ever will, just
look at their cruddy Tomb raider ports.

Should be illegal to sell these kinds of games on steam that do not work with any modern computers. I cant vent enough my
hatred of broken games, what is real bad is this game is digital it is not real, in real life I could smash this game into tiny pieces
for displeasing me, and steam robs me of that since its digital!

Rating: 0/10 Value: $0.00. No 1920x1080 support for a game from 2008 audio clips. Absolute garbage. Gameplay: 7/10
Graphics: 6/10
Sound: 7/10
Story: 7/10
Replay/Value: 6/10

Overall: 6.6/10. game wont start. I expected more of the Conflict series. This was a bad conlfict game, it was not
in third person shooter. That's what conlifct is known for its games. The graphics and controls are miserable as hell. Shame
Pivotal Games for this game. I can only to those who have not played this game yet but who are fans of the Conflict series.
AVOID THIS GAME!!!

I give it 2/10 bad bad =(
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Sh*t game! Buggy, sound issues, fails to run (crashes) mid-way through missions. Got 8hrs game time in, then had to unistall
due to game crash/fail! POS.. A real classic. You and your op boy Jamal have to detroy stuff because murica. Jamal is pretty
racist against whites which i find insulting considering i identify myself as a white Apache Helicopter. However the game is a
tactical shooter. Which, to be fair, is pretty gay. The controls work fine for me. The game is as generic as it gets. Kill russians
and people with dark hair and scream stupid sh*t while listening to your weirdly calm commander. Awesome.. Con 1 ai dose not
follow all of your commands and it will do its own thing if it thinks its smarter then you and the ai will fail every time it
happened to me

Con 2 path fining is bad sometimes almost always with objective markers.

Con 3 the dialog goes to fast in cut screens not in one of them its all of them

Con 4 the whit guys gun is almost useless there very little damage the second weapon upgrade the shotgun is still bad.

Pro 1 the main chariters sound like there 4 sentences away from saying cracker and the n word and its the best thing ever they
never say it and later on they worm up to each there.

Pro 2 its mical bay without the pedophilia there are so many red barres you will shoot without even trying you will have hard
time hurting yourself with them its like a action movie from the 80s or 90s

Pro 4 weapon upgrades are kinda cool but just the black guys gun it the most useful

Pro 5 gun play is fun untl you figer out a haedshoot on you will not put your helf down IT KILLS YOU INSTANTLY I was
insta killed 5 time in the campain sometimes you cant even see ho killed you so your stuck there says ♥♥♥♥

over all a 7/10. When I was younger I loved this game. Even though it's not the best, explosions can be incredibly satisfying. I
picked it up for 89 cents on sale. Brings some good shoot'em up memories. Graphics aren't the best but they are manageable.
You can run it even on a bad PC. The two main characters are very corny, but I find the chemistry between them funny. AI isn't
the best but on the harder difficulties you will have some trouble. The game is short too, only 10 missions, but they are fun
overall. Stealth is possible in SOME missions, and you can have a lot of fun sneaking around. Weapon wise, you have only one
weapon with infinite ammo. One is a SR-25 sniper, and the other is a M249 Para. You get weapon upgrades after each mission.
Graves and Lang by the end of the game turn into killing machines basically. Overall buy this game on sale and you can kill a
few hours.. If you want a game that's all about enemies that shoot through walls and won't die from a headshot. This is for you.
Bought this game as part of a build your own bundle from the humble store so I could get 90% off, so I guess I can't really
complain much. It's worth the 45 cents that was paid for it. Just don't buy it for any more than that.. Tried to LAN coop, didn't
work, your better off getting Conflict Desert Storm instead. What a crock of ♥♥♥♥ing♥♥♥♥♥♥ Good thing I got
this♥♥♥♥♥♥for 0.89 when it was on sale. What a ♥♥♥♥ing disappointment.
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